Abstract-The trellis of a finite Abelian group code is locally (i.e., trellis section by trellis section) related to the trellis of the corresponding dual group code which allows to express the basic operations of the a posteriori probability (APP) decoding algorithm (defined on a single trellis section of the primal trellis) in terms of the corresponding dual trellis section. Using this local approach, any algorithm employing the same type of operations as the APP algorithm can, thus, be dualized, even if the global dual code does not exist (e.g., nongroup codes represented by a group trellis). Given this, the complexity advantage of the dual approach for high-rate codes can be generalized to a broader class of APP decoding algorithms, including suboptimum algorithms approximating the true APP, which may be more attractive in practical applications due to their reduced complexity. Moreover, the local approach opens the way for mixed approaches where the operations of the APP algorithm are not exclusively performed on the primal or dual trellis. This is inevitable if the code does not possess a trellis consisting solely of group trellis sections as, e.g., for certain terminated group or ring codes. The complexity reduction offered by applying dualization is evaluated. As examples, we give a dual implementation of a suboptimum APP decoding algorithm for tailbiting convolutional codes, as well as dual implementations of APP algorithms of the sliding-window type. Moreover, we evaluate their performance for decoding usual tailbiting codes or convolutional codes, respectively, as well as their performance as component decoders in iteratively decoded parallel concatenated schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ODERN powerful (de)coding schemes, like turbo codes [1] , necessitate the utilization of decoding algorithms that compute a posteriori probabilities (APPs) on a symbol-by-symbol basis. An early contribution to APP decoding was made by Gallager, whose low density parity-check (LDPC) codes [2] were decoded with APP modules. It was also Gallager who first used iterative decoding strategies which are similar to those utilized in turbo codes and their generalizations [3] , [4] . About at the same time, an application of APP decoding to the framework of threshold decodable codes was made by Massey [5] . The trellis-based algorithm presented in [6] , also known as the APP or Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm, efficiently implements the APP decoding task and has already become a standard tool in signal processing. Unfortunately, the APP algorithm has a high complexity which increases with both the number of states and the number of transitions in the trellis of the code. Moreover, APP decoding of codes with large block lengths results in decoding delays, which are prohibitive for many delay-sensitive applications. Hence, APP algorithms that reduce the computational complexity and/or storage requirements, as well as decoding delay, are of great interest for practical applications. Examples of these attempts are APP algorithms of the sliding-window (SW) type [7] that reduce the decoding delay and storage requirements with negligible performance degradation.
Several authors have observed that APPs can be computed on a trellis of the dual code which simplifies decoding if the code is high rate, resulting in fewer transitions of the dual trellis in comparison with the original (primal) trellis. The original idea of "dual APP" (DAPP) decoding is found in [8] and [9] . In [10] - [12] , this dual approach was further discussed for binary linear codes. Further generalizations to nonbinary alphabets, such as finite extension fields, integers rings, and finite Abelian groups were reported in [13] - [16] , whereas in [17] , the finite Abelian case is treated in the general framework of group codes represented by graphs.
In this paper, we show how one can locally-on a trellis section-by-trellis section basis-dualize the operations of the APP algorithm. By this, we mean that the basic operations involved in the APP algorithm running on a group trellis fragment of the original code are strongly related (by the Fourier transform) to those operating on the corresponding dual group trellis fragment. This was also independently observed by Forney [17] , however, this paper aims at discussing various implications of these local relations and concentrates on classical trellis-based decoding. Most importantly, this local approach allows us to dualize nonexact APP algorithms, which are often to be preferred over exact APP decoding, due to their reduced complexity at tolerable performance degradation. The local viewpoint offers also the possibility of switching between the primal and dual domain while traversing the trellis of a given code. As an example, we shall show how high-rate terminated convolutional codes (CCs) can be decoded more efficiently by using such a mixed approach. Interestingly, we shall see that such switching may even be inevitable, as terminating a nonfield code may result in nongroup termination tails rendering the overall code a nongroup code, thereby making a global approach fail. Finally, it will be demonstrated that APP decoding of certain nongroup codes like cosets that are represented on a group trellis can also 0090-6778/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE immediately be dualized. We would like to mention that puncturing is also a common means of achieving high-rate codes, which, when APP decoded, somewhat keeps the decoding complexity tolerable. This must be paid for, however, with an increased storage requirement in comparison with "true" high-rate codes. Apart from this, it is well known that only a small subclass of high-rate codes can be generated through puncturing.
The paper is outlined as follows. Section II will set up the notations and tools which will be needed to dualize optimum and suboptimum APP algorithms on a section-by-section basis. Using the notion of dual codes, dual trellis section, and the Fourier transform, in Section III, we start by dualizing the basic operations-the forward and backward recursion, as well as the computation of the extrinsic term-of the APP algorithm, which constitute the building blocks of both optimum and suboptimum APP algorithms. We then look at the dualization of optimum APP algorithms for truncated and tailbiting CCs, and show how earlier "global" approaches are related to the local approach. A mixed APP-DAPP algorithm for optimum APP decoding of high-rate terminated CCs shall be discussed in Section III-D. Further applications to nongroup coset codes will be outlined, and a complexity analysis will be given. Section IV presents dualized versions of suboptimum tailbiting APP decoders and SW APP decoders.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notations and Definitions
We assume a finite length-time axis and a symbol space being the Cartesian product of symbol alphabets , where each symbol alphabet may be further subdivided into a Cartesian product of symbol alphabets. A code is defined as some subset of , where for a group code, is some subgroup of , and all symbol alphabets are groups, which we assume to be finite Abelian. We shall further assume that along the time axis , a trellis is given by a collection of trellis sections , with for , with the time-symbol alphabet , left-state space , right-state space , and branch set , which comprises all possible transitions (branches) in the time-trellis section . It is well known that any (finite Abelian) group code induces a trellis representation that forms itself a group in the sense that is some subgroup of for all [18] . For a "true" block code, the trellis would usually have unique starting and ending states at time 0 and , i.e.,
. For block codes derived from CCs, we consider a length-portion of the time-invariant infinite trellis of the underlying CC , which is completely specified by a single trellis section with common leftand right-state spaces. Certain boundary conditions are imposed on the starting and ending state spaces and , depending on the "finitized" CC under consideration. Typical examples of such finitized CCs of practical interest would be truncated, terminated, or tailbiting CCs. The truncated CC is characterized by all label sequences along paths through the time-invariant length-trellis that start in the zero state at time 0 and end in any state at time . The terminated code characterized by all label sequences along paths through the length-trellis that start and end in the zero state at time 0 and is denoted by . 1 Furthermore, the tailbiting CC is represented by the label sequences along paths through that start and end in the same state at time 0 and , respectively. Given a convolutional group code characterized by a single branch group , , , as well as are group codes.
B. Characters, Fourier Transforms, and Duality
In this section, we prepare the concepts that we need for dualizing the local operations of the APP algorithm in Section III. A character of a finite Abelian group is a group homomorphism from into the complex unit circle under multiplication, i.e., a function such that for all
. The set of all such characters of also forms a group, the character group of , if one defines an addition on by for all [19] , [20] . It is well known that is isomorphic to its character group . For any finite Abelian group , this isomorphism can be fixed by assigning to any element a character . (1) will be the key for deriving DAPP algorithms as will be shown later.
Let us now turn to the definition of the dual branch group. Given some (finite Abelian) branch group , Mittelholzer [22] defined the corresponding dual branch group as the set for all (2) where , , and are characters of the finite Abelian groups , , and , respectively. Again, holds, as well as . We will make use of the Poisson summation formula applied to a function over a particular branch group . If we define the Fourier transform of some function in the usual way with respect to the Fourier kernel , it is easily seen that the Poisson summation formula becomes
Example 1: Consider the trellis section shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 1 generated by the binary systematic, and therefore, minimal [18] , [23] , encoding matrix
The trellis section is completely described by the branch group 2 2 Since in this example we are operating over a field, the branch set does even form a vector space.
with left-and right-state space , and symbol space . According to (2) , the corresponding dual branch group is given by the set for all (4) which is also shown in Fig. 1 . Note that is also generated by the reciprocal of a parity-check matrix of , e.g., by . In this example, and the trellis section associated with happen to be equal. For larger state spaces and possibly improper choices of the nonunique parity-check matrix (improper realizations of ), and the trellis section generated by may only be equivalent, i.e., they generate the same set of label sequences. However, the equivalence can be made explicit by state merging and/or renaming states [23] . We anticipate that such a parity-check matrix approach may fail for linear codes over arbitrary finite commutative rings, cf. Section III-G.
Locally dualizing each branch group of a length-group trellis results in the trellis with . We state without proof that if a group code is identified by together with some boundary condition, then the dual group code of in is identified by together with a corresponding dualized boundary condition [16] , [17] , [22] . For example, the dual of is characterized by the set of label sequences along paths through that start in any state at time 0 but end in the zero state at time . Moreover, the dual of is characterized by the set of label sequences along all unrestricted paths through . Finally, the tailbiting boundary condition is invariant with respect to dualization, i.e., the dual of is characterized by the set of label sequences along all paths through that start and end in the same state at time 0 and .
III. DUALIZING OPTIMUM TRELLIS-BASED SYMBOL-BY-SYMBOL APP ALGORITHMS
We shall first restate the APP decoding rule and its efficient trellis-based implementation, which is known as the BCJR algorithm [6] . Some call it also the sum-product, the forward-backward, or simply the maximum a posteriori (MAP), or the APP algorithm, where we prefer to use the latter term throughout this paper. We will then show how the operations of the APP algorithm operating on the primal trellis are locally (on a trellis section-by-trellis section basis) strongly related to the corresponding operations performed on the dual trellis. These local relations will be used to provide an alternative derivation to earlier work on exact DAPP decoding of truncated and tailbiting CCs. As far as DAPP decoding of terminated CCs is concerned, the local relations will not only be illuminating, but will also be shown to be inevitable in order to correctly treat terminated codes. Moreover, further implications of the local approach will be discussed that aim at generalizing earlier work on this subject. In particular, the local relations derived will also be the key when we come to present suboptimal DAPP algorithms in Section IV.
We assume a systematically encoded code of finite length . The systematic and parity positions in the th trellis section are given by the index sets and , respectively, where denotes the number of code symbols attached to the th trellis section. After transmission over a memoryless channel, the received word is denoted by , where the channel is characterized by conditional probability density functions (pdfs) , ,
, and where is the symbol alphabet of the th symbol in the th trellis section. If we further assume statistically independent (but not necessarily equally likely) information symbols, it is useful to introduce the abbreviation if if which properly combines the conditional pdf and the a priori probability , depending on being an information or parity symbol position. The APP algorithm then efficiently computes the APPs 3 as shown in (5) at the bottom of the page for all , where denotes a codeword of , and where denotes the (Dirac) delta function defined by if if This is accomplished by setting up forward and backward recursions which need to be properly initialized to ensure that in the final computation of the APP, only those paths contribute whose label sequences correspond to codewords of the code under consideration. For truncated as well as terminated CCs, this is readily achieved with a single forward and backward recursion (a single "sweep" through the trellis representation of the code in forward and backward direction). However, in Section III-E, we shall see that the situation is different for tailbiting codes. 3 Actually, (5) establishes the (trellis-independent) APP decoding rule. It does not require C to be a group code.
Following [6] , the forward recursion at time is defined by (6) Similarly, a backward recursion was defined in [6] by (7) which also has to be properly initialized.
In Section III-A, we show how we can exploit the properties of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to compute the recursions (6) and (7) on the dual branch group, provided the current branch set forms a finite Abelian group [15] , [16] . This was also recently independently observed by Forney [17] .
A. Local Dualization of the Forward and Backward Recursion
Applying the Poisson summation formula (3) to the forward recursion (6) , and using the fact that is a product function, we obtain for the forward recursion (6) where is the Fourier transform of over the leftstate group , where the 's are the Fourier transformed branch metrics over the corresponding alphabets , and where we used the fact that the transform of a shifted delta function equals . We may equivalently split the sum over into two sums according to (8) where we used the symmetry property . We recognize the inner sum as the forward recursion performed intrinsic term extrinsic term (5) on the dual branch group, whereas the outer sum together with and the scaling factor is the inverse Fourier transform over the right-state group . Thus, we may alternatively compute by performing a forward recursion on the dual branch group. We simply replace and , by their respective Fourier transforms and perform the forward recursion on the dual branch group according to (8) , which results in the vector . The actual values (resulting from a forward recursion on the primal trellis) would then simply be given by the inverse Fourier transform of . Performing analogous steps for the backward recursion defined in (7), we obtain (9) where is the Fourier transform of over . Note that if -is a Fourier pair, so is -. Let us denote the function with , where the arrow is to remind us that is obtained by an inverse Fourier transform of . Given this, (9) can be written as shown in (10) at the bottom of the page, where the inner sum is recognized as the backward recursion performed on the dual branch group. Hence, can alternatively be computed by Fourier transforming , , inversely Fourier transforming , and performing a backward recursion on the dual trellis section which results in scaled by the factor . The values could then be derived by Fourier transforming .
Note that the minus sign in (2) is responsible for the alternate appearance of direct and inverse transform on either side of the trellis section. This implies that for a trellis consisting exclusively of group trellis sections, only the boundary conditions on the state spaces at times 0 and need to be (inversely) Fourier transformed. No Fourier transforms on intermediate state spaces are necessary, as the composition of the last step of the current trellis section and the first step of the next trellis section does only introduce a scaling factor.
B. Calculating the Extrinsic Term Based on the Dual Branch Group
In the following, we shall concentrate on evaluation of the extrinsic term (ET) of (5); the complete APP (or at least a value proportional to the APP) is simply given by multiplication with the appropriate channel evidence term (intrinsic term) of the symbol in question. Assume now that the values of the forward and backward recursion are available at time instants and , respectively, of the th trellis section . In the APP algorithm, they are combined together with the branch metrics in the th trellis section, excluding the th code symbol to yield the quantity (11) , shown at the bottom of the page, which for appropriate initializations of the recursions at times 0 and corresponds to the ET (or at least part of it) of the overall code in question. 4 If is a group trellis section, we can invoke again the Poisson summation formula (3) to obtain (12) , shown at the bottom of the next page, where we performed equivalent steps that led to (8) and (10) to arrive at the last line. We now recognize that we can calculate the vector by Fourier transforming the vector , which is the corresponding 4 Note that (11) corresponds to the ET of the overall code whenever all relevant partial branch metrics are captured by a single "sweep" of the forward and backward recursion; e.g., after proper initializations, (11) corresponds to the ET P (w = jy y y) of the truncated code C ;
. The same applies for instance for the terminated code C ; h0; Ni. However, for a tailbiting code, the ET P (w = jy y y) consists of several terms of the form (11). This will be considered later in Section III-E.
(10) ET evaluated on the dual branch group using transformed channel inputs and transformed forward recursion values at time , as well as inversely transformed backward recursion values at time . Thus, in view of the results in the present and Section III-A, the operations of the APP algorithm can be locally dualized provided the current branch set forms a finite Abelian group, which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 . As a consequence of these local relations, while traversing the trellis we may execute the recursions locally in the domain that promises a lower branch complexity. Appropriate Fourier transforms on the state spaces at the linking time instants always guarantee that the recursions are properly initialized prior to execution in the respective domain. We remark that earlier algorithmic approaches to DAPP decoding typically start from the DAPP decoding rule, which follows from application of the Poisson summation formula (1) to the ET of (5), and therefore, necessarily require determining the dual global code first (global approach) [8] - [14] . In a further step, the dual global trellis (together with the boundary conditions) needs to be determined before the dualized algorithm can be set up. In contrast, here it was not required to identify the dual global code; all that is needed is a primal trellis upon which the primal APP algorithm operates. The dualization of the APP algorithm is then accomplished by mimicking the corresponding operations on the locally dualized trellis sections. Moreover, it is no longer required that the overall code is a group code that is represented by a group trellis. As long as there exist partial sections of the trellis having the group property, during APP decoding local dualization can be made use of. We shall see in Section III-D that such a situation may occur for certain terminated group codes (ring codes).
C. DAPP Decoding of Truncated Convolutional Codes
Consider now a truncated CC as defined in Section II-A, whose boundary conditions on the primal trellis require initializing the forward recursion at time 0 with a delta function , , and the backward recursion at time with the all-one function , . For the APP algorithm running on the primal trellis, the recursions are performed according to (6) and (7), and combined to yield the ET (11) . Due to the Fourier pair -the corresponding initialization using the local dual approach are , , and , , which, interestingly, are just the dual boundary conditions that identify the global dual code on the dual trellis; cf. Section II-B. Observe that contrary to a DAPP decoding rule approach (global approach), e.g., as in [12] for the binary case, the dual global code and its boundary conditions need not be known; interestingly, the initializations on the dual trellis simply result from (8) and (10).
D. DAPP Decoding of Terminated Convolutional Codes
In Section II-A, we introduced the type-I terminated CC , which is characterized through boundary conditions that force the sequences to start and end in the zero-state. This immediately implies the initialization of the forward and backward recursion with delta functions. As a consequence of the local relations, the corresponding initializations for the dual approach are and , as well as , . The factor is common to all states and results in an irrelevant scaling of the final APPs. For this reason, we may equivalently initialize the backward recursion on the dualized trellis with an all-one function. As a consequence, for the code , the dual boundary conditions (cf. Section II-B) follow automatically from the local relations derived in Section III-A. Again, the dualized algorithm for the terminated code is basically equivalent to the one presented in [12] , however, it could be derived without identifying the dual global code (dual boundary conditions).
As we have seen, the dualized algorithms presented so far (for decoding of and ) operate completely in the dual domain and can also be derived without making use of the local relations. However, as pointed out in Section III-A, the local property of the forward and backward recursion allows switching between the primal and the dual domain while the trellis is traversed. Such a mixed decoding approach will be applied to type-II terminated CCs in the remaining part of this subsection.
(12) Fig. 3 . Trellis of a binary type-II terminated code (top) and its corresponding dual trellis (bottom).
Let us consider a CC whose trellis, characterized by a branch group , has parallel transitions, an assumption that is frequently encountered for high-rate codes. Due to the parallel transitions, type-I termination of this code would result in termination sequences that carry information which is usually not desirable. For this reason, after encoding time instants, unique termination sequences connecting an arbitrary state at time with the all-zero state at time are commonly used. The resulting code will henceforth be called a type-II terminated code, and will be denoted by . 5 Clearly, if has no parallel transitions, there is no difference between the two types of termination implying the equality . In the trellis language, a type-II terminated code is represented by branch groups and termination branch sets , which are pruned versions of and can, at least for codes over fields, always be chosen in such a way that each has the group property for [16] . As a consequence, while the become low-rate, the locally dualized branch groups become high-rate, due to the equality . As an example, consider Fig. 3 , which depicts the trellis of a binary type-II terminated code and its corresponding dual trellis, where zero-tail termination was performed to the encoder of Example 1 after time instants. In this example, all branch sets are groups, and is a group code which implies that APP decoding operating completely in the dual domain would be possible. However, it is obvious that more efficient decoding of a high-rate type-II terminated code with parallel branches in is accomplished by operating in the original domain over the termination trellis portion, while over the time span decoding is still best performed in the dual domain. At the linking time instant , (inverse) Fourier transforms on the state group guarantees that the recursions are correctly set when the domains are changed. Note that in [11] and [12] , it was incorrectly assumed that a binary type-II terminated code 5 Note that classical zero-tail termination of feed-forward encoders over fields is an example of a terminated code of type-II, where N would correspond to the memory order of the polynomial encoding matrix. can always be DAPP-decoded on a time-invariant dual trellis of length generated by some reciprocal parity-check encoding matrix for the underlying CC. As mentioned above, for codes over fields, DAPP decoding of a type-II terminated code operating completely in the dual domain would be possible (but computationally less efficient than a local approach), however, for codes over rings or groups, such a global approach may completely break down as it may be impossible to select termination branch sets that form a group [16] . As an example, consider the rate-1/2 CC over generated by the systematic generator matrix with the corresponding branch group . Neither of the two possible termination branch sets and forms a group. As a consequence, the overall code is not a group code, and therefore, does not possess a dual code. In this case, a mixed approach, i.e., operating in the primal domain over the termination time span, is not only computationally advantageous, but also inevitable.
E. DAPP Decoding of Tailbiting Convolutional Codes
In Sections III-A-D, we have seen that in the case of truncated and terminated CCs, a single set of initial conditions for the forward and backward recursion (i.e., a single forward and backward recursion) is sufficient to ensure that only paths corresponding to codewords enter the computation of the ET (11). For tailbiting codes , the situation is different. A tailbiting code is the union of the subsets corresponding to the label sequences along paths that start and end in the same trellis state at time 0 and (paths that leave and enter identically colored states in Fig. 4(a) at time 0 and , respectively). Each of these subsets corresponding to a specific state shows the same principal trellis structure as a type-I terminated CC. Fig. 4(b) illustrates this fact for the subset of paths with initial state final state . As a consequence, we have to calculate the contribution of the tailbiting codewords of a given subset to the APP (5) in the same way as for type-I terminated CCs (see Section III-D), i.e., for any subset identified by the initial state , we have to set up a separate forward and backward recursion initialized with shifted delta functions for all . The ET of the APP (5) can then be calculated by combining the contributions of all subsets indexed by as (13) From (13), it is evident that the computational complexity of exact APP decoding of tailbiting codes is about times as large as APP decoding of truncated or terminated CCs, which may be cumbersome for large state spaces.
Since the inner sum of (13) has the same form as (11), we can calculate the ET in the dual domain by (14) The values of and are derived from forward and backward recursions performed on the dual trellis (a separate pair of recursions for each possible initial state ). Owing to the Fourier pair -, the dualized forward recursions corresponding to the initial states are initialized with for all , . Likewise, the initial conditions of the dualized backward recursion are given by for all , , due to the Fourier pair -. We emphasize again that the derivation of this DAPP algorithm did not require the identification of the global dual tailbiting code.
Interestingly, and in contrast to truncated and terminated CCs, the dualized boundary conditions for a tailbiting code (recall from Section II-B that the tailbiting boundary condition is invariant with respect to dualization, i.e., the dual code of a tailbiting code is again tailbiting) using the local approach differ from the boundary conditions that identify the dual global tailbiting code on the dual trellis. As a consequence, our local DAPP algorithm differs from a previously reported DAPP algorithm for (binary) tailbiting CCs utilizing the dual global code (global dual boundary conditions) [11] , which we shall call the dual global approach, in that it uses a different initialization for the forward and backward recursions. In the following, we shall show that despite the different initializations used by the local and the global approach, the final result, the ET and the APP will be the same, as they should be.
The global dual tailbiting boundary conditions suggest computing the APP on the dual trellis in an analogous way as on the primal trellis [12] , i.e., to perform forward and backward recursions (whose values we denote for distinction from the local approach by and ) on the dual trellis with shifted delta initializations for all , . Generalizing to the finite Abelian case and neglecting scaling factors, the ET is then given by an expression similar to (14) , where and replace and , respectively, i.e.
Now, suppose the local approach is used to compute the ET of the symbol in the th trellis section . According to (14) , the ET is proportional to (16) Since the dual global boundary conditions are shifted delta functions, it is easily seen that the forward recursion at time and the backward recursion at time of the local approach can be expressed in terms of the recursions corresponding to the global approach as follows: (17) (18) Plugging (17) and (18) into (16) yields Due to the orthogonality relation of characters, is zero unless , hence which is exactly the quantity computed by the global approach [see (15) ]. As a result, despite the different initializations used by the local and the global approaches, the final result is the same.
F. Further Applications of the Local Approach
In Section III-D, we have seen that type-II termination of ring or group CCs may not necessarily result in an overall group code, which was demonstrated to prohibit global but not local dualization. A similar situation occurs if we wish to apply DAPP decoding to some nongroup codes that are represented by group trellises, e.g., the code defined as the label sequences through some group trellis that start in some (possibly) nonzero state at time 0 and end in some (possibly) nonzero state at time . This code would constitute a coset of the code and would clearly not form a group, nor would it possess a dual code. Nevertheless, it is evident from the foregoing discussion that DAPP decoding of such a coset code on the dual trellis is immediate by proper (inverse) Fourier transforms of the given boundary conditions. A further implication of the local approach is the possibility of performing suboptimal APP decoding in the dual domain, which will be discussed in Section IV.
G. Duality Versus Orthogonality
Throughout this paper, we have made use of character duality, which underlies the Fourier transform and applies to Abelian groups. A more classical notion of duality, which shall be referred to as orthogonality, arises if the code is linear over some ring or field. For a given set of lengthvectors with elements from some finite commutative ring forming a submodule , the orthogonal code of is defined by for all , where denotes the standard inner product with -arithmetic. If is a finite field and some vector space, the (character) dual code and the orthogonal code coincide. In fact, this is the reason why we could make use of the parity-check matrix approach in Example 1. The same applies to linear codes over integer rings . In general, the class of rings for which orthogonality and duality coincide for linear codes over is known as the class of Frobenius rings [24] . In addition to the already mentioned rings, they include Galois rings, direct sums of individual Frobenius rings, and others. The connection between and is established by a so-called generating character . It exists only for Frobenius rings, and allows us to express every character of (and also every character of the module ) using the product defined in . For example, if is the finite field , and if denotes the trace mapping defined by , a generating character is given by , and every character of has the form for some [19] , [24] . However, if is not Frobenius or if the code does not form a submodule, a distinction between and may be necessary. In this case, the character dual code needed for dualization of the APP algorithm could not be generated by some parity-check matrix for . Nevertheless, viewing the code just as an Abelian group is always possible, and allows the determination of the "correct" character dual code. In the following, we shall give an example of a linear code over a non-Frobenius ring.
Example 2: Consider the finite commutative non-Frobenius ring of all polynomials in the indeterminates and with coefficients in , where addition and multiplication is performed modulo the three polynomials , , and . The ring consists of the eight elements (representatives)
. Consider now the following length-2 linear code over generated by the systematic generator matrix . The codewords of are the eight 2-tuples . A parity-check matrix for this code is immediately seen to be , which generates the orthogonal code consisting of the eight 2-tuples (19) Since is not Frobenius, it is known that there does not exist a generating character . As a consequence, the ring has to be regarded just as an Abelian group. It is easily seen that any element of can uniquely be written as a sum with , hence, the ring is isomorphic to as an Abelian group. Following Section II-B, the character dual of the code is then (after some calculations) given by (20) which obviously differs from . We would like to stress once more that the DAPP algorithm must operate on a trellis for and not on a trellis for .
H. Complexity Evaluation
So far, we have implicitly assumed that performing APP decoding in the dual domain leads to a reduced complexity whenever the code, or at least some parts of the trellis, are high rate. Rather than determining the overall computational complexity for a particular code represented by a length-trellis, we consider the complexity on a per-trellis-section basis. Moreover, we restrict ourselves to rateconvolutional codes characterized by a single branch group , and measure the computational complexity per trellis section as the number of additions (subtractions) and multiplications needed for one step of the forward recursion, one step of the backward recursion, and the determination of the ET for each value of information symbols out of code symbols. 6 Finally, we comment on the amount of storage required for implementing APP algorithms employing the primal and dual trellis, respectively. Let denote the number of parallel transitions connecting two states in the branch group . One step of the forward recursion and backward recursion requires additions as well as multiplications, where we used the fact that the number of branches leaving each state is , which results in for the total number of branches in . For the computation of the ET, additions and multiplications are needed, which amounts to the total number of additions and multiplications as (21) (22) It is observed that for a given state size , the complexity grows exponentially with the number of information symbols associated with a trellis section.
For the DAPP algorithm, once the transition probabilities are Fourier transformed, the operations count can be derived from (22) and (23) by replacing with and with , i.e.
where and consider the operations required to perform the Fourier transform on the alphabet which has to be executed for each of the transition metrics and each of the dual ETs . Note that with the dual approach, despite the Fourier transform, whose implementation requires a number of operations roughly proportional to , the exponent of the dominant term has changed from to , resulting in a complexity advantage of the dual approach in the high-rate range. We must keep in mind, however, that depending on the symbol alphabet, in general, complex arithmetic is required. This increases the number of equivalent real additions (multiplications), and may shift the crossover point slightly to 6 Since the APP and DAPP algorithms differ only in the way the extrinsic information is computed, we do not take the multiplication of intrinsic and extrinsic value in the comparative complexity analysis into account.
higher code rates. Note that for the important special case of a binary extension field alphabet , the operations in the dual domain remain real valued, since the Fourier transform is the Hadamard transform.
Interestingly, the storage requirement of the dualized algorithm is exactly the same as for its counterpart defined on the original trellis, despite the complex arithmetic used in the dual domain. This is a consequence of the fact that the inputs to the Fourier transform are real data (probabilities), which implies that the transformed transition metrics must have an even real and an odd imaginary part. Thanks to the local relations, the same holds true for the storage of the recursions.
IV. DUALIZING SUBOPTIMUM APP DECODING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we demonstrate how the local relations between the primal and corresponding dual branch group can be used to derive dualized versions of trellis-based suboptimum APP decoding algorithms. To be specific, we will give dual implementations of a suboptimum tailbiting APP decoder recently presented by Anderson et al. [25] , as well as SW-type APP algorithms presented by Benedetto et al. [7] , [26] , and evaluate their performance.
A. Suboptimum APP Decoding of Tailbiting Codes Using the Local Approach
In Section III-E, we described an optimum APP algorithm for decoding tailbiting CCs and its dualized counterpart, which we henceforth abbreviate by OTB-APP and DOTB-APP algorithm, respectively. Basically, APP decoding of tailbiting codes requires performing the APP algorithm for every possible initial state. Taking into account that the complexity of the APP algorithm as described in [6] depends exponentially on the memory of the convolutional encoder, the complexity of this decoding scheme for tailbiting codes depends double exponential on the memory of the encoder. This constitutes the main justification for the suboptimum but computationally more efficient decoding algorithms proposed in [25] for time-invariant tailbiting codes over . These algorithms are based on the circular trellis representation of a tailbiting code, which is motivated by the tailbiting boundary condition. Since valid code words start and end in the same state, it is natural to wrap around the trellis and join the starting and ending states (see Fig. 5 ). In the following, we shall derive the dual version of one of the algorithms (generalized to codes over finite Abelian groups) given in [25] which we will refer to as the Wrap-TB-APP 7 (WTB-APP) algorithm, and evaluate its performance for decoding conventional tailbiting codes as well as its performance as component decoder in parallel concatenated coding schemes. For a description of this algorithm defined on the primal trellis, see Appendix A.
Using the results of Section III-A, we can formulate the WTB-APP algorithm in the dual domain (dualized WTB-APP (DWTB-APP) algorithm) as follows: . Stop, when is sufficiently small. 8 Alternatively, the recursion can be stopped after a fixed number of rounds around the circular dual trellis. Fig. 5 gives an illustration of the trellis formed by the dual branch groups and the evolution of the forward recursion. Since the original code has a rate , this trellis has fewer transitions in comparison with the trellis based on the primal branch groups. The starting distribution is now given by (with a proper redefinition of the time axis). 3. Initialize the backward recursion with and find by a procedure analogous to finding (performing the backward recursion around the circular trellis). 4. Use and as starting distributions for the APP algorithm defined on the dual group trellis and compute the ET , using (12).
Basically, with the suboptimum approach of the (D)WTB-APP algorithm, we replace the forward/backward recursions of the optimum (dualized) APP algorithm for tailbiting codes by recursions and, hence, the complexity advantage increases with increasing memory of the tailbiting code. Fig. 6 shows a performance comparison between the DOTB-APP algorithm and the DWTB-APP algorithm (additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), antipodal signaling) for two example codes: the code ; and the code , generated by applying tailbiting to the binary rate-3/4, memory-3 encoder, and the binary rate-5/6 memory-4 encoder defined by the systematic generator matrices
The starting distributions and for the DWTB-APP algorithm have been calculated using 9, 3, and 1 "wraps" around the circular dual trellis. Although for a reasonable number of wraps the computational complexity of the DOTB-APP algorithm is significantly higher, using the DWTB-APP algorithm leads to the same bit error performance regardless of the number of wraps (see Fig. 6 ).
In Fig. 7 , two identical binary memory-3 (80,60) tailbiting codes , as well as two binary memory-4 (96,80) tailbiting codes have been applied to yield a (6000,3600) parallel concatenated block code (PCBC) ( cf. [27] ) and a (8960,6400) PCBC , respectively. Iterative decoding of these PCBCs using the DOTB-APP and the DWTB-APP algorithm as component decoders, leads to the bit error rate (BER) curves shown in Fig. 7 (AWGN channel, binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), five iterations). In all cases, the same random interleaver was applied. Despite the decoding complexity of the DWTB-APP decoder being significantly lower, both the DWTB-APP and the DOTB-APP decoder perform virtually identically for PCBC . For the PCBC using the DWTB-APP component decoder results in a performance degradation of approximately 0.2 dB at a BER of 10 (which is small in comparison to the complexity savings of the suboptimum approach). Although has a relatively high rate , its performance at a BER of 10 is about 0.9 dB better than the signal-to noise ratio (SNR) corresponding to the cutoff rate . Several modifications of the WTB-APP algorithm are possible, which basically differ in the way the initial distributions and are derived [25] , [28] . Since all of these algorithms use local operations, they can be dualized using the approach described in Section III-A.
B. SW APP Algorithm Using the Dual Trellis
From the description in Section III-A, it is clear that the original APP algorithm needs the entire sequence to be received before the backward recursion, and therefore, the decoding process can be started. For large block lengths, this results in a large decoding delay which is prohibitive in many delay-sensitive applications. To overcome this problem, in [7] and [26] a modification of the APP algorithm, a SW APP algorithm, has been proposed, which operates on a fixed memory span and forces its symbol decisions to be made within a given delay . Moreover, this algorithm works in a Viterbi-like fashion and allows the decoding of a continuous data stream (without separating the data stream into blocks of finite length).
Using the local approach described in Section III-A, the dual version (generalized to include also nonbinary symbol alphabets) of the SW-APP (DSW-APP) algorithm is as follows (for a description of the algorithm defined on the primal trellis, see Appendix B). the (suboptimum) DSW-APP algorithm (with delay ) for decoding two binary CCs: an (808 600) code generated by ; and a (1212,1000) code derived from the generator matrix . Although the DSW-APP algorithm is significantly less complex than its optimum counterpart (in terms of memory and delay), it achieves for both codes virtually the same bit error performance.
An important performance criterion for any suboptimum APP decoding algorithm is the quality of the soft output it generates. Our investigations have shown that there is virtually no difference in the pdfs of the soft output of the DAPP algorithm and the DSW-APP algorithm. Applying the DSW-APP algorithm as a component decoder for parallel concatenated CCs (PCCCs) confirms this observation. For a (6016,3600) PCCC derived from two identical rate-3/4 memory-3 binary CCs, the DAPP algorithm and the DSW-APP algorithm show the same bit error performance (see Fig. 9 ). The same principal behavior can be observed for a (8984,6400) PCCC that applies two identical rate-5/6 memory-4 binary component codes. Again, the DSW-APP algorithm has a significantly lower complexity, but shows virtually the same BER performance as the DAPP algorithm, e.g., at a BER of 10 the degradation introduced by the DSW-APP algorithm is less than 0.1 dB.
Several modifications of this basic SW-APP algorithm are possible, all of which can be dualized using the local approach of Sections III-A and B. In [7] , an approximation of the basic SW-APP algorithm was proposed, which further reduces the memory requirements with negligible performance degradation. This modified algorithm relies on approximating the initialization of the backward recursion by a uniform distribution , , implying for the dual approach , . As a consequence, by delaying the computation of the forward recursion by time steps, only instead of , has to be stored. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The computations involved in the forward and backward recursion of the APP algorithm as well as the final APP computation have been shown to allow local dualization. This has several important implications. First, it enabled us to rederive known dualized versions of optimum APP decoding algorithms for truncated, terminated, and tailbiting CCs in an alternative way which does not require identifing the global dual code. Second, the local viewpoint offers the possibility to switch between the primal and dual domain while traversing the trellis of a given code. This mixed approach can be utilized to devise more efficient decoding algorithms if the primal trellis contains high-rate trellis sections (where the decoding is best performed on the dual branch group) as well as low-rate trellis sections (where the primal branch group is the better choice). We have also shown that there are situations where this mixed approach is inevitable, e.g., when terminating a nonfield code results in a nongroup termination tail, thereby negating the possibility of global dualization. Moreover, APP decoding of certain nongroup codes like cosets represented on group trellises can immediately be dualized. Using the operations count per trellis section, we have evaluated the complexity relation between APP decoding using the primal and dual branch group, respectively. Finally, local dualization allowed us to formulate suboptimum APP algorithms in the dual domain, which would not have been possible via identification of the global dual code. As examples, we have given dual implementations of a suboptimum APP decoding algorithm for tailbiting codes as well as APP algorithms of the SW type. Although these algorithms have a significantly lower computational complexity compared with their optimum counterparts defined on the primal trellis, they show only a negligible performance degradation when applied as component decoders in iteratively decoded concatenated schemes.
APPENDIX
In Sections IV-A and B, we derived dual versions of two suboptimum APP algorithms for decoding of binary tailbiting and conventional CCs. For reference reasons, in this appendix, we restate the original versions of these algorithms defined on the primal trellis.
A. WTB-APP Algorithm
The fundamental idea behind the algorithms of [25] for decoding of tailbiting codes is to determine suitable starting distributions and that when used with a classical single-sweep APP algorithm to result in a good approximation of the APP computed by the optimum APP algorithm for tailbiting codes (cf. Section III-E) without performing a separate forward and backward recursion for every possible initial state. The procedures given in [25] and [28] for finding these starting distributions are based on the circular trellis representation of a tailbiting code and on viewing the APP algorithm and its recursions in matrix form. We define the lengthrow vector , the lengthcolumn vector , and the matrix whose entry is given by
Using these definitions together with the tailbiting boundary condition , Anderson proposed the equation for a heuristic determination of the initial state of the encoder [25] . This equation defines an eigenvector problem, and the starting distribution is the left principal eigenvector of the matrix [25] , [28] . In a practical application, we would like to avoid solving an eigenvector problem explicitly, therefore, in [28] several algorithms were presented that circumvent this explicit solution. They are based on the fact that repeated multiplication of any nonnegative and nonzero vector by a positive matrix converges to the principal eigenvector of [29] . Since all of the algorithms given in [25] and [28] use local operations, they can be dualized using the results of Section III-A.
The WTB-APP algorithm (generalized to cover also nonbinary symbol alphabets) defined on the primal trellis is as follows [25] :
1. Given the received sequence , set . 2. Find a set of normalized row vectors by the recursion with . Continue this recursion to find , with and . Stop, when is sufficiently small. Alternatively, the recursion could be stopped after a fixed number of rounds (wraps) around the circular trellis of the tailbiting code. Fig. 5 gives an illustration of the evolution of the forward recursion on the circular trellis. The starting distribution is now given by (with a proper redefinition of the time axis). 3. Find by a procedure analogous to finding (performing the backward recursion around the circular trellis with a uniform starting distribution ). 4. Use and as starting distributions for the conventional APP algorithm and compute the ETs by (11).
B. SW-APP Algorithm
An SW-APP algorithm (again generalized to include nonbinary symbol alphabets) can be defined on the primal trellis in the following way ( is the window size of the SW, i.e., the decoding delay) [7] 
